Mastering complex industrial systems is a strategic challenge. The CSD&M conference is a widely open event dedicated to academic researchers and industrial & governmental actors, interested in Model-Based Systems Engineering and Digital Transformation in Engineering. The conference language is English.

September 21-22, 2020 | Renaissance Beijing Wangfujing Hotel, Beijing, China
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**CONFERENCE TOPICS**

**Industrial domains**

Aerospace, automotive, communications & e-services, defense & security, electronics & robotics, energy & environment, healthcare & welfare services, high tech, logistics & supply chain, ship & transportation, software industry, urban & public infrastructures

**Scientific & technical topics**

Systems fundamentals, systems architecture & engineering, model-based systems engineering, big data for industrial applications, systems manufacturing, systems modeling & simulation, system optimization, system project management, systems safety, systems serviceability, systems technology & policy
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**KEY INFORMATION**

**Important dates**

- Submission deadline: February 21, 2020
- Results announcement: April 30, 2020
- Final version: May 29, 2020

**How to submit**
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Contact: contact@csdm-asia.net / csaacsaa@126.com – Conference web site: [https://www.2020.csdm-asia.net/](https://www.2020.csdm-asia.net/)